CARL R. WOESE
INSTITUTE FOR GENOMIC BIOLOGY
Postdoctoral Association presents:

Faculty Job Search: Session Two
Thursday, July 11th at 12:00pm in 607 IGB

**Dr. Erik R. Nelson**
Assistant Professor of Molecular and Integrative Physiology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

“**Do’s and Don’t’s during an academic interview, and the art of a successful job talk**”

These sessions will outline all of the essentials for applying to academic (faculty-style) positions, and the structure of the interview. Relevant comparisons to industry (biotech and pharma) will be made. Participants will be given the opportunity to draft an application package and receive feedback from their peers and Dr. Nelson.

**RSVP to Danny Ryerson at ryerson1@illinois.edu**

Erik Nelson interviewed at several academic institutions in 2013-2014. These included small liberal arts colleges, private medical schools and research institutions, and tier 1 research institutions with a teaching mission such as Illinois. Since starting as an assistant professor at Illinois, Dr. Nelson has served on many search committees.

Questions: Contact David Krist (gdkrist@illinois.edu) or Tyler Stack (tstack@illinois.edu)
Visit [http://www.igb.illinois.edu/involve/postdoctoral-association](http://www.igb.illinois.edu/involve/postdoctoral-association) for more details